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8 139 as they were collected using a portable size-selective airborne particle sampler and therefore rely 140 on each patient's precision and accuracy, besides being potentially subject to the sources of error 141 in TRAP identified by Zeger et al. (2000) and reported above. Moreover, as reported in Sinharay 142 et al. (2017) , "NO 2 concentrations were taken from a stationary monitoring site on Oxford Street 143 repeatedly passed during walks on Oxford Street. Because no monitoring was available in Hyde 144 Park, NO 2 concentrations were taken from the nearest representative location sited in a school 145 playground". Finally, real-time measurements of noise, temperature and relative humidity were 146 obtained at each exposure session. On such samples, different untargeted omic analyses were 147 performed, including metabolomic analyses, on which we focus here. A more detailed 148 description of the study is given in Sinharay et al. (2017) , where it is also reported that the study 149 was approved by the UK National Research Ethics Service and that informed written consent 150 was obtained from all participants. conducted analyses to assess the 151 short term metabolomic changes due to exposure to TRAP and identified various associations 152 between air pollution concentrations and levels of metabolites in blood.
The model
154 The association between metabolite levels and TRAP exposures was assessed in a mixed model 155 framework, using a Bayesian approach and including random effects for the individual, as well 156 as for the location and time point of each measurements. Fixed effects were sex, age, body mass 157 index (BMI) and health group, as well as annual and instantaneous measurements of the 158 exposure of interest. The four exposures reported above were considered separately. 301 When accounting for dependency among signals and among pollutants, all signals that were 302 associated with any of the pollutants were considered. The correction introduced by the error 303 corrected models was in most cases higher than in the previous models. Accounting for 304 dependency among pollutants and for correlated measurement errors also identified more 305 associations than the other models, leading to higher estimates also between signals and 306 pollutants that were not associated in the first cases. Figure 7 shows the estimates of regression 311 This reflects the fact that ignoring the presence of measurement error can obscure associations 312 between signals and pollutants and lead to an underestimation of effect sizes, as well as 313 identifying potentially false associations. On the other hand, models including correlation 314 structures identify even stronger effect sizes when corrected for measurement error, as well as a 315 generally higher number of significant associations between signals and pollutants, which might 316 be obscured when ignoring the presence of bias. In general, more associations were identified 317 when the correlation among omics and among pollutants were modeled, and their number 318 increased when a measurement error term was additionally included in the multivariate models.
319 Discussion 320 We implemented Bayesian hierarchical models to account for the presence of error in 321 measurements of traffic related air pollution and of blood metabolomics. This kind of 322 formulation allows to model several structures of dependence in a very flexible way, as well as 323 to include an additional component for measurement error. In our work, we applied such 324 methodology to the study of how TRAP measurements are associated with high-throughput 325 molecular data, namely metabolic features sampled from the exposed individuals in a 326 randomized crossover trial. Our application to the Oxford Street II study showed that the 327 inclusion of a classical error term in the models resulted in corrections of the regression
